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OFAC Issues Advisory on Sanctions Risks 

Arising from High-Value Artwork Transactions
In many ways, the market for valuable art remains one that depends on long-standing relationships and a high degree 
of familiarity between market participants.  The importance of relationships in the art business makes sense.  One is 
more comfortable selling to or buying from a known quantity—someone whose values and ethics can be trusted, and 
someone with whom successful business has been transacted before. 

As the market has globalized and as business has shifted first to art fairs and now online, however, the circle of 
relationships has widened and relationships have become less personal.  As a business matter, these developments 
have resulted in different kind of risks.  As a legal matter, these changes have brought about greater regulation and 
enhanced scrutiny on the art market.  

The U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) maintains lists of individuals and 
entities subject to U.S. sanctions and with whom U.S. persons may not conduct business.  These lists of “sanctioned” 
persons include those who are alleged to have engaged in or who have supported terrorism, narcotics trafficking, or 
weapons proliferation, or whose actions otherwise do not comport with U.S. foreign policy objectives in places like 
Iran, Cuba, North Korea, and Venezuela.  Doing business with a sanctioned party can be punishable by substantial 
fines and, in some cases, even imprisonment.  And the lists of these individuals and entities are not static—individuals 
and entities are added and removed frequently.

On October 30, 2020, OFAC issued an advisory and guidance addressing sanctions that may be imposed in 
connection with high-value artwork transactions.1  The advisory makes clear that OFAC sees the art market as 
particularly susceptible to abuse by sanctioned parties,2 and therefore that OFAC sees the art market as ripe for 
sanctions enforcement actions.  The advisory recommends that art galleries, museums, private art collectors, auction 
companies, agents, brokers, and other participants in the art market develop and implement safeguards that will help 
to avoid transactions with illicit actors.

Recent Events Leading to OFAC’s Advisory and Guidance

On December 13, 2019, OFAC announced an enforcement action against Nazem Said Ahmad.3  Ahmad was alleged 
to have evaded U.S. counterterrorism sanctions using his multi-million-dollar art collection and an art gallery he 
opened in Beirut that was in fact a front to launder substantial amounts of money for the Hizballah, an organization 
designated as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist terrorist group.  OFAC warned in its press release that art and 
luxury goods dealers are among those who must be particularly wary of facilitating money-laundering schemes.  
OFAC also added to its website three “frequently asked questions,” and corresponding answers, regarding the art 
community’s compliance obligations with respect to counterterrorism sanctions.4  These FAQ’s, which include guidance 
on what to do if a violation occurs, can be accessed at: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/
faqs/topic/2396

Other governmental bodies have observed that the absence of regulation in the art industry, coupled with the high 
degree of anonymity and confidentiality afforded to both buyers and sellers, makes the market for high-value artworks 
particularly attractive to those engaged in sanctions evasion.  For example, a July 2020 report by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs detailed 
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how Russian oligarchs who had been designated by OFAC and listed on the SDN List used shell companies to engage 
in numerous high-value art transactions.5  In OFAC’s view, this type of exploitation demands a response.

Implications of OFAC’s Advisory and Guidance

The advisory sounds a clear warning of OFAC’s intent, moving forward, to investigate high-value artwork transactions 
and to initiate enforcement actions where those transactions involved, either directly or indirectly (i.e., through a 
shell company or another kind of front), with blocked persons.  In the advisory, OFAC reminds the reader that U.S. 
organizations and individuals can be held strictly liable for violative transactions—in other words, civil monetary 
penalties may be imposed on violators even if the individual or organization did not know, or have reason to know, 
that it was engaging in prohibited conduct.6   

OFAC thus strongly encourages participants in the art market to prepare accordingly, including by implementing more 
robust sanctions compliance programs, as discussed below.

Develop a Compliance Program

While civil penalties for violating OFAC sanctions can be imposed even if the person is not aware that they are doing 
business with a sanctioned person, OFAC has some discretion to vary the fines based on whether or not a violation 
is voluntarily disclosed and whether it is “egregious.”  Certainly, if one knowingly does business with a sanctioned 
person, it is more likely that the violation will be deemed to be egregious, and the fine will be higher.  On the other 
hand, if one implements a sensible compliance program to identify sanctioned persons, that effort will not only help to 
avoid a violation, but, in the event of an apparent violation, OFAC may give more favorable treatment because such a 
program was in effect, including by mitigating civil monetary penalties and designating the violation as non-egregious.  
Willful ignorance will not be rewarded.

To assist in sanctions compliance, OFAC recently promulgated a framework for a risk-based sanctions compliance 
program—not specifically for art businesses, but for all persons and entities.7  That framework specifies five essential 
components:

• Senior Management Commitment:  OFAC recommends that Senior Management be heavily involved in the 
development and implementation of the sanctions compliance programs, including by reviewing and approving 
them; designating compliance personnel and ensuring they have sufficient authority, autonomy, and resources 
to effectively deploy the program; and promoting a culture of compliance through strong messaging and 
showcasing Senior Management’s own commitment to the programs.

• Risk Assessment:  Organizations should conduct ongoing assessments designed to identify potential 
circumstances in which it will engage (or has already engaged), either directly or indirectly, with OFAC-
prohibited persons, parties, countries, or regions.  For example, an organization may monitor the geographic 
locations and affiliations of clients, relevant supply chains, intermediaries, and counter-parties.  Remember that 
the sanctions list is not static.

• Internal Controls:  To be effective, sanctions compliance programs must include policies and procedures 
pursuant to which employees can identify, interdict, escalate and report (as appropriate), and keep records 
pertaining to, activity that may be prohibited by OFAC.  Organizations should endeavor to implement 
mechanisms that are capable of detecting and quickly adjusting to the frequent changes that OFAC publishes.
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• Testing and Auditing:  Organizations should regularly audit the effectiveness of their sanctions compliance 
programs.

• Training:  Formal sanctions compliance training should be provided to all employees, and it should be provided 
on a periodic basis.  Such training should include job- and location-specific information, as relevant.

The precise contours of any compliance program can and should be calibrated to the risk presented by a firm’s 
size, clientele and sales by the work that it sells.  A small art gallery that sells only to local clients may need 
different procedures than an art gallery with a global footprint.8  What is reasonable for a large gallery with a bigger 
infrastructure will be different than what is reasonable for a small gallery with three employees. But any gallery of any 
size should consider and implement a program. 

An effective sanctions compliance program will allow organizations to identify persons with whom transacting business 
may be prohibited.  But if in doubt, the organization may apply to OFAC for guidance on, or a license for, a specific 
proposed transaction.

This alert is for general informational purposes only and should not be construed as specific legal advice. If you would 
like more information about this alert, please contact one of the following attorneys or call your regular Patterson 
contact. 

 Harry Sandick 212.336.2723 hsandick@pbwt.com
 Daniel S. Ruzumna 212.336.2034 druzumna@pbwt.com
 Jo Backer Laird 212.336.7614 jblaird@pbwt.com
 Emily H. Harris 212.336.2384 eharris@pbwt.com
 
To subscribe to any of our publications, call us at 212.336.2813, email info@pbwt.com or sign up on our website, 
https://www.pbwt.com/subscribe/.
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